INFORMATION FOR PARTNER UNIVERSITIES

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR INCOMING MASTER DEGREE STUDENTS

Incoming master degree students at the Universidad de Granada are required to demonstrate a minimum level (B1) of competence in Spanish. If students enrol in subjects taught in English (please note that there is a limited academic offer in this language), they must demonstrate a B1 level of competence in English. Students wishing to enrol both in subjects taught in English and in subjects taught in Spanish must demonstrate competence in both languages.

In order to demonstrate the required level (B1), applicants must provide a certificate of language competence, according to the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages). The list of language competence certificates accepted by the Universidad de Granada can be checked at: https://internacional.ugr.es/pages/politica-linguistica/tablasdecertificadosacceptadosporlaugr

Other certificates not included in the list but meeting the international standards applied for language accreditation may be accepted after submission to the university-wide committee for language accreditation. Language competence should be expressed in terms of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages regarding speaking, writing, listening and reading. Notwithstanding, the Universidad de Granada reserves the right to accept or refuse any non-official language proficiency certificate which does not guarantee those standards on an individual basis.

The Universidad de Granada also recognizes a number of situations where students are exempt from submitting language competence certificates:

1. Students who have already obtained an undergraduate degree in the language of instruction (English or Spanish).
2. Students who have already obtained a non-language related undergraduate degree in a Spanish-speaking or an English-speaking country or university, if these are the languages of instruction.
3. Students who have passed university entrance examinations in Spanish-speaking or English-speaking education systems.